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Background:

Who am I?

• Senior roles in publishing & IT

• Taught maths at Melbourne Uni

• High School Teacher



What’s this 
talk about?

Channelling spirit of “Einstein First”

Given what I teach in special 
relativity (SR), what might we 
want / be able to teach earlier?



Pertinent Video!
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=BEnaEMMAO_s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEnaEMMAO_s


Even famous 
physicists make 
mistakes!
Mr Tompkins in Wonderland –
George Gamow



Recent article 
in Physics 

World

 The invisibility of length contraction

 Old News

 I suggested writing “The invisibility of time 
dilation”... but they haven’t taken it up.

 They missed some great Australian resources



Through Einstein's Eyes

Craig Savage (ANU)

https://arxiv.org/abs/physics/0508224


Real Time Relativity, Margaret Wegener UQ

 Requires old version of Quick Time

https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/10.1119/1.3431565


In teaching?

 Time dilation and length contraction (etc.) 
not what we “see” but what we “measure”.

 I’m not suggesting relativistic optics… 
however, in understanding SR it’s 
important to know the equations are not 
referring to what we see, and this can be 
done simply.

 Relates to natural curiosity of students.

 Useful language/terminology to introduce.



World Pictures and World Maps

 Essential Relativity : Special, General and Cosmological – Rindler, 1969

“In relativity it’s important to distinguish between what an observer sees 
and what one knows ex post facto. What he actually or potentially sees at 
any one instant is called his world-picture at that instant. This is a practically 
not very important and theoretically quite complicated concept, (Only in 
cosmology does the world picture assume importance; there it is our prime 
datum.). A much more useful concept is the world-map…”

“…in the next section where we show that moving bodies shrink. The 
shrinkage refers to the world-map.”



Why is it important?

 While this is implicit, it’s rarely explicitly emphasised.
 I’ve only found World Map / World Picture mentioned in 

Rindler, though likely elsewhere?... anyone seen it?

 So why use it? 

 In textbooks (usually high school texts), exams, 
conversations with teachers (and even academics) this 
is one of several issues that continually appears as the 
root of conceptual misunderstandings / mistakes.



World Picture (what we see)
Retina

3 m
1 x 10-8 s

“in our past”

1 x 10-5 s

3 km



World Picture (what we see)
Retina

3 m
1 x 10-8 s

12 million 
years ago!!!

12 million light years



Interesting but…

 How does it relate to SR?

 In various ways…
 Example: length of an object



Length of a relatively moving train

 Length we see is due to finite speed of light.

 True in Galilean relativity (GalR) / 
Newtonian mechanics or SR.



Length of a relatively moving train

“What we measure”
using “rulers” (length) 

and “clocks” (time)



Length of a relatively moving train

Train looks longer due to 
finite speed of light.



Final piece of puzzle

 When we teach “length contraction“ it’s about:

World Map NOT World Picture

 Contracted length of train in reference frame of ground = 

where the ends of the train are simultaneously in the reference 

frame of the ground.

 Train in relative motion at 0.9c what we see:

 GalR – 10 times length

 SR – 4.4 times length… it’s still longer!

In what we see, finite speed of light “trumps” length contraction.



We can make a difference to teaching!

 For example:
 VCE (Victorian Certificate of Education) Physics exams

(final year high school exam)



Poor question

VCE Physics Exam 2008



We can make 
a difference!

VCE Physics Exam 2017



We can make 
a difference!

VCE Physics Exam 2019



Of course, also relevant to WA

 Poor WA exam questions!



Poor question

WA Physics Exam 2008



Biobrain

 iOS and Android phone app for learning physics (Chem & Bio 
also available)

 Currently just has SR (with these approaches, and more, 
about teaching it) but will grow to include whole curriculum –
Newtonian mechanics next up!

 Very happy and easy to correct when people spot errors / 
suggest better pedagogical approach etc.

 Email theo.hughes@level98.org) for free access code
 Please specify Android or iOS and if your also interested in Bio and/or 

Chem.
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